
Alpine bunker 3P 
pitching Instructions

1. Choose an area free from sticks, rocks and 
roots. Avoid camping anywhere with 
dangerous branches overhead, or at the 
base of a cli�.

2. Unpack and separate out the tent 
components.

3. Assemble all poles, then slide the four 
longest poles into the pole sleeves of the 
inner tent.
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4. Insert pole tips into the grommets at the 
door ends (A) of the inner tent, then at the 
sides of the inner tent.

5. Secure the corner anchors by hammering 
pegs into the ground with a hammer (or 
other hard object).
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6. Secure the �y to the poles with the internal 
Velcro tabs (B) and buckle at the base (C) on 
all corners. Pull �rmly on the adjustable 
corner anchors – proper tension ensures 
maximum water shedding and wind 
resistance.
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7. Slide the silver pole through the vestibule 
sleeve marked by grey binding (D), 
ensuring the pole tips are inserted into the 
silver grommets (E).
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General Tips & Notes

• Set up your tent at home to ensure you are familiar with it.
• Choose a level campsite with good drainage.
• Clear away sharp or protruding objects that may damage the tent �oor.
• Never let the poles just snap together, as it can damage the pole ends.
• Be careful with chemicals, such as stove fuels.
• Where possible avoid prolonged exposure to direct sunlight.

Cleaning Your Tent

• When required after use, clean and dry your tent to prevent mildew.
• Wash with a mild soap or detergent (preferably biodegradable) and water, with the tent 

assembled.
• Rinse the tent well, wipe it with a towel, and then let it air dry before packing and storing. 

Storing Your Tent

• Store your tent in a cool, dry place. Do not store directly on concrete.

Repairing Your Tent

• A repair kit is included in the packaging with your tent.

8. Stake out the vestibule anchors and pull 
�rmly on the webbing to ensure proper 
tension in the �y.

9. Guy ropes can be secured for extra stability 
in high winds for optimal performance. 
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10. Depending on conditions, roll up the 
storm �aps for ventilation or pack snow 
on top of them to further secure your 
base.  
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